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      A federal grand jury has issued an indict-
ment charging the director of a controversial 
program that worked closely with a 340B 
entity in Aliquippa, PA with illegally distrib-
uting 340B-discounted drugs without a 
wholesaler’s license. 
      If found guilty, Physician Medicine As-
sist Program (PMAP) Director Dr. Joseph 
Rudolph could face up to ten years in jail or 
$250,000 in fines, depending on the serious-
ness of the offense and prior criminal his-
tory, if any, of the defen-
dant, according to the U.S. 
Attorney’s Office for the 
Western District of Penn-
sylvania. 
      The one-count indict-
ment, filed on January 3, 
specifically alleges that, 
from January 2004 to Au-
gust 2005, Dr. Rudolph 
purchased 340B-priced 
drugs from pharmaceutical 
manufacturers and illegally distributed these 
drugs through the PMAP program—which 
was affiliated with Aliquippa Community 
Hospital (ACH) in Aliquippa, PA—to oncol-
ogy clinics around the country. 
      “Federal law prohibits the wholesale 
distribution of prescription medications 
without a license,” the U.S. Attorney said in 
a news release. “The indictment alleges that 
Dr. Rudolph was distributing these medica-

tions without such a license.” 
      The indictment states that this behavior is 
a violation of the Prescription Drug and Mar-
keting Act, which governs the marketing and 
distribution of prescription drugs in interstate 
commerce.   
      In addition to this alleged violation, U.S. 
Attorney Mary Beth Buchanan says that the 
indictment also charges Dr. Rudolph with 
violating the terms of the 340B program. 
      “[This behavior] completely undermines 

the purpose of the 340B 
program,” Buchanan told 
The Monitor, adding that 
the oncology clinics that 
purchased the drugs from 
the PMAP program “had no 
relationship with Aliquippa 
Community Hospital or 
with its patients.” 
      Dr. Rudolph is currently 
free on bond awaiting his 
arraignment, according to 

Buchanan. At the arraignment—scheduled 
for January 24—he will be presented with the 
government’s evidence and may then file any 
procedural motions before his trial. 
      “An indictment is only a charge and is 
not evidence of guilt,” Buchanan’s office 
said in a statement.  “A defendant is pre-
sumed innocent and is entitled to a fair trial 
at which the government must prove guilt 
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      Along with specific changes to the 
340B and Medicaid drug rebate pro-
grams, the budget reconciliation bill that 
is currently being considered by Con-
gress includes a number of other meas-
ures that could affect the way that 340B 
providers and pharmaceutical manufac-
turers do business. 
      Last month, both the House of Rep-
resentatives and U.S. Senate passed a 
compromise budget bill that includes 
prescription drug proposals made by 
both chambers. However, due to a pro-
cedural issue raised by Democrats on 
the Senate floor, the bill was ordered 
back to the House for a second vote. 
     The bill, which was narrowly ap-
proved by the House in a 212-206 vote 
last month, is expected to pass once a 
vote is held, despite efforts by some 
Democrats to garner Congressional sup-
port to defeat the legislation.  
      The House will reconvene on Janu-
ary 31 and is tentatively scheduled to 
vote on the measure on February 1. 
      As reported in the December issue 
of The Monitor, the compromise bill 
includes a number of provisions that 
would directly impact the 340B commu-
nity. In particular, the bill would allow 
freestanding children’s hospitals to par-
ticipate in the program and change the 
way that manufacturers are required to 
calculate Medicaid rebates and 340B 

prices for drugs with “authorized gener-
ics” (The Monitor, December 2005). 
      However, a closer look at the bill 
reveals that there are  a number of addi-
tional measures that could have an im-
pact on 340B stakeholders and the rela-
tionship between the program and the 
rest of the pharmaceutical market.  
 

Medicaid Pharmacy Reforms 
 
      Perhaps the most controversial phar-
macy measures in the bill relate to 
changes in the Medicaid reimbursement 

system. As reported last month in The 
Monitor, the bill would eliminate the 
Average Wholesale Price (AWP)-based 
reimbursement system and create a new 
benchmark based on Average Manufac-
turer Price (AMP). The bill would also 
allow states greater flexibility in deter-
mining co-pays and cost sharing (The 
Monitor, December 2005). 
      The retail and chain drug store in-
dustries have raised significant concerns 
about whether they will be able to con-

tinue serving Medicaid patients in light 
of these payment reductions. 
      The bill would also increase the 
maximum cost-sharing amounts that 
states are allowed to charge for various 
services. For instance, one measure 
would allow states to maintain preferred 
drug lists and increase current cost-
sharing amounts for Medicaid patients 
who purchase drugs that are considered 
“non-preferred.” 
      Specifically, the ceiling for state-
imposed cost-sharing amounts would 
remain the same for individuals in fami-
lies with incomes at or below 150% of 
the federal poverty level (FPL), while 
the ceiling would rise to 20% of the cost 
of the drug for those in families above 
150% of the FPL.  
      Similarly, one section of the bill 
would permit states to impose a higher 
cost-sharing burden for non-emergency 
services performed in emergency rooms.  
      These options would be available to 
state governments as of January 1, 2007. 
 

Greater Transparency of Pricing 
       
      The bill also includes significant 
measures that would increase the trans-
parency of pricing information for both 
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states and the general public. 
      Currently, a manufacturer is required 
to report the AMP and best price of any 
drugs covered by Medicaid to the Cen-
ters for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS) on a regular basis.  
     This information is considered confi-
dential “except for the purpose of carry-
ing out the requirements of Medicaid 
rebates” or unless the data is requested 
by certain government agencies for an 
investigation. 
      The compromise budget bill takes a 
number of steps to increase the accuracy 
and availability of this information. 
First, the bill would require manufactur-
ers to report their AMP and best price 
data to CMS on a monthly basis and 
allow states to access this data for all 
covered outpatient drugs. 
      In addition, the Secretary of the De-
partment of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) would be required to disclose 
AMP data on a website that is accessible 
to the public, which would be updated 
by the agency on a quarterly basis. 
      This provision would make AMP 
available to the public for the first time 
and could provide the 340B community 
with a tool for assessing whether they 
have been overcharged.   
      Because 340B prices cannot exceed 
a minimum discount off of AMP—
15.1% for brand name drugs and 11% 
for generics—publicly available AMP 
data would allow covered entities to 
determine the maximum price that they 
could be charged by manufacturers un-
der the 340B program. (Best price data 
would not be available to the public.) 

 
Nominal Pricing Under Fire 

 
      Included in the bill is a provision 
that would discourage manufacturers 
from offering drugs to its private cus-
tomers at nominal prices by requiring 
manufacturers to include these prices in 
their best price calculations.  

      As a result, manufacturers would be 
forced to either cease offering these 
deep discounts to private purchasers or 
make these prices available to the Medi-
caid and 340B programs. 
      Under current law, manufacturers 
are permitted to offer discounts of 90% 
or more off of a drug’s AMP to any pur-
chasers without disclosing these sales to 
the government or making these prices 
available to Medicaid. This provision, 
passed in 1990, was designed to encour-
age manufacturers to offer deep dis-
counts to charitable organizations. 
      However, nominal pricing has come 
under scrutiny from the federal govern-
ment over the last few years in light of 
accusations that manufacturers have 
offered these discounts to certain private 
purchasers—including hospitals, health 

maintenance organizations (HMO), and 
others—in exchange for guaranteed 
market share. In fact, according to press 
accounts, GlaxoSmithKline and Merck 
have both been involved in legal actions 
this year related to nominal pricing 
      As a result, the bill seeks to reign in 
nominal pricing to ensure that it is only 
exempt from best price and AMP for 
those entities that serve as safety net 
providers. In particular, the budget bill’s 
proposed limitations on nominal pricing 
exempts four groups from the best price 
reporting requirement, including 340B 
entities and three other safety net 
groups.        
      Since 340B facilities already receive 
best price and AMP exemptions, it is 
unclear whether the new 340B exemp-
tion for nominal pricing is intended to 
apply to a wider range of drugs than 
those currently covered. 

New State Whistleblower Laws Likely 
 

      The bill also includes a proposal—
from the Senate’s budget bill—designed 
to encourage states to develop their own 
qui tam laws, which would allow these 
states to file Medicaid rebate fraud suits 
brought by corporate “whistleblowers.” 
      Under the federal False Claims Act, 
whistleblowers are entitled to a percent-
age—between 15% and 30%—of any 
settlement between the federal govern-
ment and a manufacturer that has alleg-
edly committed rebate fraud. However, 
only 13 states and the District of Colum-
bia currently have their own qui tam 
laws on the books that whistleblowers to 
receive a share of the state settlement 
amounts as well. 
      If passed, the bill would create fi-
nancial incentives for states to pass their 
own whistleblower laws if they are not 
already on the books. The reasoning 
behind this provision is that these incen-
tives will encourage potential whistle-
blowers to expose cases of Medicaid 
rebate fraud and lead states to be more 
vigilant in combating fraud and abuse. 
      According to press reports, officials 
from the Department of Justice (DOJ) 
have expressed concerns about this 
measure because it could lead to cases 
being filed before the federal govern-
ment has had an opportunity to fully 
investigate charges of fraud.  
      Nonetheless, if these measures are 
successful in increasing the number of 
Medicaid rebate fraud lawsuits filed by 
states, 340B covered entities could po-
tentially see more refunds for alleged 
340B overcharges.  
      Over the past few years, 340B enti-
ties have consistently received addi-
tional refunds in federal settlements re-
lated to misrepresentations of a drug’s 
best price and AMP information.  
      In fact, a U.S. Attorney told The 
Monitor in November that the DOJ has 
pursued and will continue to pursue 
340B recoveries in all such cases (The 
Monitor, November 2005). 
 

Budget Bill Could Lead to Changes in Nominal Pricing, More Lawsuits 

The budget bill would 
provide the public with 
access to AMP data for 
the first time and could 

threaten nominal pricing 
for private purchasers. 
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      The Medicare Part D program—the 
first comprehensive prescription drug 
benefit available to Medicare beneficiar-
ies—was officially launched this month 
as federal officials began to take stock 
of their enrollment efforts and plan for 
the program’s future. 
      According to various reports, reac-
tion to the implementation of the new 
benefit has been mixed. Pharmacists 
have expressed frustration with the ac-
cessibility of both Medicare representa-
tives and the Part D plans, though some 
believe that the computer glitches and 
long waits to reach Medicare by 
phone are simply growing pains. 
      “The number is occasionally 
busy, and once you can get through 
you are easily on hold in queue for 
15 minutes,” says Lucy Wells, As-
sistant Director of the Kentucky 
Clinic Pharmacy at the University of 
Kentucky, referring to Medicare’s 
help line for pharmacists. “But you 
do get to talk to someone who can 
give you helpful information.” 
      There have also been further 
delays because some enrollees have 
not yet received their confirmation 
letters or ID cards from their respec-
tive plans, either of which can be 
used as proof of enrollment.  In 
these cases, pharmacies have been 
forced to manually research the status of 
these “last-minute” Part D enrollees. 
      Earlier this month, the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 
issued a letter to Part D plans calling for 
immediate improvements in a number of 
areas including customer service and 
communication with their network phar-
macies.  
      The agency has also convened a 
series of conference calls for pharma-
cists treating Part D enrollees. The pur-
pose of the calls is to discuss implemen-
tation of the program and to assist phar-

macists with new procedures for proc-
essing prescriptions for Medicare Part D 
beneficiaries. 
      The CMS website also features a 
document that outlines how pharmacists 
should address a number of “What If” 
scenarios that could arise. 
      After hearing complaints from 
Medicare beneficiaries and pharmacies, 
President Bush issued a directive that 
requires Part D plans to take “immediate 
steps” to ensure that low-income enrol-
lees do not pay more than $2 for generic 
drugs and $5 for brand names. 

      Meanwhile, a number of states have 
also stepped up to offer assistance to 
enrollees that are having difficulty util-
izing their drug plans. For instance, Ver-
mont Governor Jim Douglas (R) has 
said that his state will pay drug claims 
for low-income residents until the prob-
lems in the Part D program are fixed. 
      Similar steps have also been taken 
by governors and state legislatures in 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, North Da-
kota, New Hampshire, and other states.  
      Yet beyond these logistical issues, 
pharmacists have also reported a signifi-
cant amount of confusion among new 

enrollees. Some of this confusion can 
perhaps be explained by the composition 
of the 21 million individuals currently 
enrolled in the program.  
      The three largest groups of Part D 
participants—“dual eligibles,” retirees 
whose employers receive a subsidy from 
Medicare, and Medicare Advantage 
(MA) patients—are composed of indi-
viduals who have not actively enrolled 
in stand-alone Part D plans, which 
means that they may not be as knowl-
edgeable about their coverage as those 
who have voluntarily selected a stand-

alone plan. 
      According to the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS), the largest group of enrol-
lees is the “dual eligible” popula-
tion, which is made up of individu-
als who are transitioning from Medi-
caid to Medicare drug coverage. 
CMS began assigning these indi-
viduals to Part D plans on Novem-
ber 15. 
      Pharmacists and advocacy 
groups expressed concern before the 
program was launched that these 
individuals may not be aware of the 
plans to which they have been as-
signed, a prediction that appears to 
be playing out in pharmacies. 

      “With rare exception, the dual eligi-
bles have no idea which plan they have 
been auto-enrolled in,” says Wells. 
“However, these patients overwhelm-
ingly know that Medicare is paying for 
their prescriptions.” 
      According to Wells, many of the 
dual eligibles utilizing her pharmacy 
claim that they did not receive a letter 
assigning them to a plan or did not keep 
that information.  
      This issue has been further compli-
cated by reports that CMS and Part D 
plans have failed in some cases to prop-

IN FOCUS 
340B ENTITIES GRAPPLE WITH MEDICARE PART D 

Part D Benefit Launched Amidst Some Confusion 

Medicare Part D Enrollment  
(as of Jan. 13, 2006) 

 
    Stand-Alone plans:       3.6 million 

    Dual Eligibles:              6.2 million 

    Medicare Advantage:  4.7 million 

    Retiree Coverage:        5.9 million 

    Federal Retirees:         3.1 million 

 
 

Source:  CMS 
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      As low-income Medicare beneficiar-
ies begin to receive coverage under the 
new Medicare Part D drug benefit, some 
pharmaceutical manufacturers are look-
ing for ways to continue offering assis-
tance to this population through their 
patient assistance programs (PAP) with-
out running afoul of various federal 
fraud and abuse laws. 
      On November 7, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services 
Office of Inspector General (OIG) is-
sued a Special Advisory Bulletin to 
manufacturers that explains the ways in 
which PAP programs will have to be 
altered in order to continue providing 
assistance to Part D enrollees. 
      The guidance also offers potential 
models that manufacturers can utilize in 
the future and assures PAPs that they 
may continue to provide assistance to 
Medicare beneficiaries that do not re-
ceive drug coverage under Part D. (For 
more on the guidance, see The Monitor, 
November 2005.) 
      Although the guidance provides 
manufacturers with a certain degree of 
flexibility in operating their PAPs, ques-
tions still remain about the future of 
PAPs and how manufacturers will adjust 
their programs to continuing providing 
assistance to Medicare beneficiaries 
both within and outside of Part D.    
      To that end, a group of nine national 
and regional organizations representing 
providers that care for the low-income 
population sent letters to 14 manufactur-
ers on January 4 asking them to continue 
providing assistance to Medicare benefi-
ciaries not enrolled in Part D and to ex-
plore ways to assist Part D enrollees. 
     The group—which includes the As-
sociation of Clinicians for the Unin-
sured, the National Association of Free 
Clinics, Free Clinics of the Great Lakes 
Region, the Public Hospital Pharmacy 
Coalition, MedBank of Maryland, , Sen-
ior PHARMAssist, Medicine for People 

in Need, Volunteers in Health Care, and 
the National Association of Community 
Health Centers—specifically asks manu-
facturers to continue providing assis-
tance to non-Part D beneficiaries at least 
until the end of the Part D initial enroll-
ment period. 
      According to the letter, this step 
would allow seniors to continue receiv-
ing assistance while they evaluate their 
options under Part D.  
      The letter further encourages the 
manufacturers to explore the options 
suggested by OIG for continuing to as-
sist Part D enrollees that do not qualify 
for low-income subsidies or other forms 
of additional assistance.   
      

“Although the OIG has raised concerns 
with today’s manufacturer PAPs assist-
ing Part D enrollees, we are encouraged 
that the OIG has laid out several ways in 
which manufacturers can restructure 
their PAPs to assist Part D enrollees 
while complying with federal fraud and 
abuse laws,” the letter states. 
 
Manufacturers Respond to Guidance 

 
      Following the November guidance, a 
number of manufacturers have already 
agreed to continue providing assistance 
to Medicare beneficiaries not participat-
ing in Part D while encouraging these 
individuals to enroll in the program. 
      For instance, the AstraZeneca Foun-
dation PAP has launched a campaign to 
educate its PAP patients about the Part 
D program while continuing to provide 
free drugs to non-enrollees until the ex-

piration of the open enrollment period, 
which ends on May 15. 
      “We are trying to educate the patient 
population about their options in Medi-
care,” says Sean Dougherty, Astra-
Zeneca’s Senior Director of Medicare 
Strategy and PAPs. 
      Dougherty says that AstraZeneca 
has offered assistance in enrolling for 
low-income subsidies, developed a help 
line dedicated entirely to Medicare ques-
tions, and issued mailings to PAP bene-
ficiaries outlining their options in the 
Part D program. 
      “The majority of our patients qualify 
for the low-income subsidy,” says 
Dougherty, adding that Part D coverage 
will be more valuable to these patients 
than their drug-specific PAPs. “Patient 
assistance is not a long term solution for 
these individuals.” 
      Eli Lilly has taken a similar ap-
proach with its Lilly Cares Program. 
Individuals participating in Lilly Cares 
will be eligible to receive free drugs 
through the program until May 1 unless 
they choose to enroll in a Part D plan, 
according to a letter sent by Eli Lilly to 
patient advocates.        
      With an eye towards the long term 
future, Dougherty says that AstraZeneca 
is looking at ways to provide assistance 
to Part D enrollees currently enrolled in 
their PAPs who do not qualify for low-
income subsidies. 
      In particular, AstraZeneca has been 
in discussions with other manufacturers 
about collaborating on an effort to pro-
vide assistance for low-income patients 
in the “donut hole,” the range of spend-
ing where Part D enrollees are responsi-
ble for 100% of their drug costs. 
      “That gap in coverage is our key 
concern,” says Dougherty, adding that 
his organization will also begin to look 
at other populations that may need drug 
assistance. 

January 2006 
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PAP Programs Consider Ways to Continue Helping Medicare Beneficiaries 

Some manufacturers 
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offering PAP assistance 

to Medicare beneficiaries 
not enrolled in Part D. 
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beyond a reasonable doubt.” 
      According to the indictment, the 
particular drugs in question include Pro-
crit, Vidaza, Gemzar, Taxotere, Anze-
ment, Epogen, Avastin, Herceptin, Ri-
tuxan, Aranesp, Neulasta, Neupogen, 
and Zometa.  
      The investigation that led to the in-
dictment was jointly conducted by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services Office of Inspector General 
(OIG), and special agents of the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA), ac-
cording to the U.S. Attorney. Details of 
the investigation are not available. 

      The PMAP program was run out of  
a disproportionate share hospital (DSH) 
site called ACH Oncology Centers, 
which was listed in the Office of Phar-
macy Affairs (OPA) database as having 
entered the 340B program in January 
2004 as part of the ACH system. 
      As reported in The Monitor, this 
particular site was deemed ineligible for 
the program by OPA in September 
2005, at which point the site was listed 
in the OPA database as “not participat-
ing.” OPA Director Jim Mitchell told 
The Monitor at the time that the site was 
removed because it was not listed on 
ACH’s Medicare cost report (see The 
Monitor, September 2005).   

The PMAP Program 
       
      The PMAP program—administered 
jointly by Dr. Rudolph and Family Pro-
fessional Center, PC—has been operat-
ing in Pittsburgh since 2001, at which 
point the program obtained its drugs 
through a Canadian distributor. Accord-
ing to the PMAP website, the program 
assists patients in “obtaining free, low 
cost, or discounted medications.”  
      In a 2002 interview with Physician’s 
News Digest, Dr. Rudolph—who has 
run for a number of political offices in 
Pennsylvania including U.S. Congress, 
state Senate, and county council—said 
that he founded the program as a way to 
assist particular individuals with access-
ing affordable drugs. 

      “There are three primary groups that 
we deal with: those who do not have 
insurance, those who do not have full 
coverage under their insurance program 
such as a Medicare HMO, and those 
who are underinsured,” Dr. Rudolph 
said in the interview.  
      He also described the process by 
which the program operated in its in-
fancy. According to Rudolph, patients 
who applied for the program were re-
quired to have each of their prescrip-
tions approved by their family physician 
before participating in PMAP. 
      Once an individual was approved to 
participate, Rudolph said that he would 
make any changes to the prescriptions 

that were ordered by the physician and 
then “send the patient’s order to a 
wholesaler in Canada.” 
      In January 2004, the PMAP program 
ended its relationship with its Canadian 
supplier and began distributing dis-
counted drugs purchased through the 
340B program, according to the U.S. 
Attorney.  
      In fact, Dr. Rudolph told the Pitts-
burgh Post-Gazette in March 2004 that 
he was altering his program to focus on 
helping individuals find discounted 
drugs in the United States through vari-
ous programs.  
      Under this new initiative, the PMAP 
program first affiliated itself with ACH, 
a registered 340B facility. 

      Under the new program, individuals 
who received permission from their pri-
mary healthcare providers were eligible 
to pay a $30 fee in exchange for a 
“pharmacological consultation” with a 
PMAP doctor. Following this consulta-
tion, the PMAP program would dispense 
340B-discounted drugs to these patients 
through Family Professional Care, PC. 
      According to correspondence be-
tween OPA and PMAP, the program 
distributed 340B-discounted drugs to 
patients both within Pennsylvania and in 
other states. The Post-Gazette reported 
in June 2004 that the PMAP program 
had delivered medications to 38 patients 

U.S. Attorney Charges PMAP Director With Illegal Distribution of 340B Drugs 
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PHS Pricing 
Now Available for 340B Eligible Hospitals 

To order, please contact your Wholesaler 
 

 
Innohep® is a low-molecular weight heparin indicated for 
the treatment of acute symptomatic deep vein thrombosis 

(DVT) with or without pulmonary embolism when adminis-
tered in conjunction with the oral anticoagulant warfarin 

sodium. The safety and effectiveness of Innohep® were es-
tablished in hospitalized patients. 

 
 
 
For additional information, please visit www.innohepusa.com. 
 
 
 
Spinal or epidural hematomas can occur with the associated use of low molecular weight heparins and spinal/epidural anesthesia or spinal 
puncture, which can result in long-term or permanent paralysis. The risk of hematomas is increased by the use of postoperative indwelling 
epidural catheters or by the concomitant use of drugs affecting hemostasis such as NSAIDs, platelet inhibitors, or other anticoagulants. 
Patients should be frequently monitored for signs and symptoms of neurological impairment. If neurological impairment is noted, urgent 
treatment is necessary (see Full Prescribing Information). 
 
 
Patients with active major bleeding, patients with (or a history of) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, or patients with known sensitivity to heparin, 
tinzaparin sodium injection (or any of its constituents), or pork products should not be treated with Innohep®. Innohep® should be used with ex-
treme caution in conditions with increased risk of hemorrhage. 
 
 
Bleeding is the most common adverse event associated with Innohep®, and can occur in any tissue or organ. The most common adverse events in 
controlled clinical trials with Innohep® were injection site hematomas (16%), abnormal elevations of AST (8.8%) and ALT (13%), urinary tract 
infections (3.7%), pulmonary embolism 
(2.3%), and chest pain (2.3%). Other bleeding events associated with Innohep® at a frequency of ≥1% were epistaxis (1.9%), hemorrhage (1.5%), 
hematuria (1%), and thrombocytopenia (1%). 
 
 
Innohep® cannot be used interchangeably (unit for unit) with heparin or other LMWHs as they differ in manufacturing process, molecular weight 
distribution, anti-Xa and anti-IIa activities, units, and dosage. Each of these medications has its own instructions for use. 
 

 

 

Innohep® is a registered trademark of LEO Pharma. 
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If your entity is considering 340B, the first step is to evaluate the impact of this program on the patient care objectives and financial 
resources of your organization.  CBSRx has developed a comprehensive feasibility/financial impact study that has become a “must” 
first step in answering questions and creating a 340B implementation road map.  This will lay out the 340B implementation model 
that will best maximize program benefits based on the unique factors that apply to your hospital or community health center: 
 
1. The Feasibility/financial impact study  
This should be the first step before 340B implementation and also the decision matrix used if considering program expansion into 
retail outpatient prescription capture programs. 
• Evaluation of program qualification     
• Calculation of cost/benefit relationship of all implementation models and mixed use savings 
• Determination of retail pharmacy expansion benefits, contracted and entity operated 
• Sixteen financial proformas showing results at various capture rates, with contracted and entity operated outpatient pharmacies 
• Implementation costs and working capital requirements of recommended programs 
 
2. Program Implementation Consulting 
CBSRx will provide a scope of work and implement your program on a turn-key basis, whether it is a mixed use setting program in 
a hospital, construction of an out-patient pharmacy in your hospital or health center, or creation of a contracted dispensing relation-
ship with a local retail pharmacy.  We have done it all. 
 
3. Program Maintenance 
We have contracts with many of our clients where CBSRx conducts monthly visits to include compliance audits, financial variance 
analysis, program marketing capture rate audits, and work flow efficiency analysis.  Recommendations, mentoring, coaching, and 
reporting that insures 340B program success is assured through this consulting. 
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340B Hospital Group Reacts to Indictment 

in South Dakota following pharmacol-
ogical consultations performed over the 
telephone. 
      The PMAP program’s new efforts 
first attracted the attention of OPA when 
the Post-Gazette and others published a 
number of articles on the 340B and 
PMAP programs, prompting OPA Di-
rector Jim Mitchell to contact Dr. Ru-
dolph directly to seek more information 
on the program. 
      After months of correspondence 
between OPA and PMAP, in which Dr. 
Rudolph argued that his program was 
consistent with the 340B program’ re-
quirements, OPA Director Jim Mitchell 
issued a letter to ACH CEO Anthony 
Puorro on May 27, 2004 ordering the 
hospital to “cease and desist” the PMAP 
program’s 340B-related activities and to 
bring the program into compliance with 

the 340B program’s patient definition 
guidelines (For more on this correspon-
dence, see The Monitor, July 2004). 
      Dr. Rudolph agreed to take steps to 
bring his program into compliance with 
the 340B program, though he raised 
hackles once again in 2005 when he 
allegedly began proposing contracts to 
freestanding cancer clinics offering ac-
cess to 340B drugs (For more, see The 
Monitor, September 2005).  
      It was at this point that federal offi-
cials began to step up their investigation 
of the PMAP program, and the ACH 
Oncology Centers were removed from 
the 340B program just months later. 
      The Public Hospital Pharmacy Coa-
lition (PHPC), an organization that 
represents most of the disproportionate 
share hospitals in the 340B program but 
does not include ACH, has repeatedly 
raised concerns over possible misuse of 
the program by PMAP and has ex-

pressed those concerns in letters to the 
Health Resources and Services Admini-
stration (HRSA). 
      “PHPC and its member hospitals 
take seriously the anti-diversion require-
ments of the 340B program and believe 
this is an isolated case,” says PHPC 
General Counsel William von Oehsen. 
“We will continue to work closely with 
the government to ensure that the pro-
gram is not undermined.” 
      According to von Oehsen, PHPC has 
published detailed principles for com-
plying with the 340B definition of pa-
tient, recommended that government 
guidance be clarified, and ramped up its 
educational efforts in an effort to ensure 
that its hospitals do not expose them-
selves to the possibility of violating the 
340B program guidelines. 
      Neither Dr. Rudolph nor ACH CEO 
Anthony Puorro returned requests for 
comments for this story.  

continued from pg. 6 
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Federal Government Working to Address Confusion in Medicare Part D 

erly notify pharmacies as to which en-
rollees are eligible for subsidies. 
      To address this problem, CMS has 
taken steps to ensure that these individu-
als continue to receive their current drug 
coverage for a limited amount of time 
until they have enrolled in a plan that 
suits them. (For more on these efforts, 
see The Monitor, November 2005.) 
      The second largest group of program 
participants is composed of retirees who 
will benefit from an employer subsidy, 
under which the federal government will 
provide additional funds to support the 
existing coverage that individuals re-
ceive under their private retirement 
benefits package. 
      The third major class of enrollees, 
according to CMS, includes those who 
will receive Medicare drug coverage 
through MA plans. Many of these indi-
viduals were enrolled in these plans be-
fore the introduction of the Part D bene-
fit. There are currently more than five 
million of these individuals, including 
approximately 600,000 dual eligibles, 
according to CMS. 
      That leaves approximately 3.6 mil-
lion Medicare beneficiaries who have 
voluntarily chosen to enroll in stand-
alone plans as of January 13, according 
to CMS. The agency predicts that addi-

tional beneficiaries will be enrolled by 
the end of January as CMS moves to-
wards its goal of enrolling 28-30 million 
beneficiaries by the end of this year. 
      “Interest in the drug coverage is 
strong, and these numbers do show that 
people are getting questions answered 
and making decisions,” said Secretary of 
Health and Human Services Michael 
Leavitt.    
     

Final Subsidy Rule Released 
 
      The Social Security Administration 
(SSA) released its final rule on the eligi-
bility requirements for Part D subsidies 
on December 30 amidst reports that a 
majority of applicants have failed to 
qualify for this extra help. 
      The final rule codifies the criteria for 
determining whether Medicare benefici-
aries are eligible for “extra help” under 

the Part D program. These subsidies are 
designed to assist individuals that meet 
both income and assets tests and who 
are not dual eligibles.  
      The subsidies can be used to help 
cover the cost of the premiums, copay-
ments, and deductibles required of these 
individuals. (For a detailed look at the 
low-income subsidies, see The Monitor, 
December 2004.)  
      The final rule, which is based on 
proposed guidelines released in March, 
was published in the December 30 issue 
of the Federal Register.  
      The rule states that beneficiaries 
must be enrolled in a Part D plan by the 
end of the enrollment period—May 15, 
2006—in order to qualify for these sub-
sidies. SSA plans to review the eligibil-
ity status of all individuals receiving 
extra help within the first year of enroll-
ment to ensure that they are indeed eligi-
ble for the subsidies they receive. 
      According to data provided by SSA, 
the agency has received 4.1 million ap-
plications for low-income subsidies. 
With 87% of the applications reviewed, 
only 1.1 million individuals have been 
approved for the extra help. The remain-
ing 2.5 million were rejected by SSA 
because they failed the income and/or 
assets test.  
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“With rare exception, the 
dual eligibles have no 

idea which plan they have 
been auto-enrolled in.” 

 
Lucy Wells 

University of Kentucky 
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Manufacturers Seek to Dismiss 340B Class Action Lawsuit 

      A group of pharmaceutical manufac-
turers is seeking to dismiss a lawsuit 
brought by Santa Clara County which 
claims that these manufacturers have 
overcharged California’s public hospi-
tals and community health centers 
(CHC) for drugs purchased under the 
340B program. 
      The suit, which was recently re-
moved from California State Superior 
Court in Alameda County to the United 
States District Court in the Northern 
District of California in San Francisco, 
was originally filed in August 2005.  
      Santa Clara filed the case as a puta-
tive class action seeking to represent all 
cities and counties in California that 
support 340B facilities. 
      In its complaint, Santa Clara seeks a 
court-ordered “accounting” of the defen-
dants’ 340B prices based on the results 
of two reports released by the U.S. De-
partment of Health and Human Services 
Office of Inspector General (OIG) in 
March 2003 and June 2004. 
      The plaintiff also contends that the 
defendant manufacturers violated a state 
consumer protection law by not provid-
ing the county’s facilities with appropri-
ate 340B pricing. Santa Clara’s state law 
claim is the first of its kind to be made 
in 340B litigation (see The Monitor, 
September 2005). 
      Specifically, the complaint asks the 
court to order an accounting of the 
manufacturers’ 340B prices to deter-
mine the extent of overcharges. If over-
charges are identified, the complaint 
further asks that the court award dam-
ages of two to three times the amount of 
actual damages sustained by Santa Clara 
and the other cities and counties that 
operate 340B entities in California. 
      On January 3, the defendants filed a 
motion to dismiss the lawsuit, arguing 
against both the appropriateness of or-
dering an accounting of manufacturer 
pricing data and the state law claim 
raised by the plaintiff. 
      The defendants’ motion argues that 
the June 2004 OIG report—which esti-

mated $41.1 million in overcharges for a 
single month—did not identify individ-
ual manufacturers as having over-
charged 340B entities and therefore pro-
vides no basis for a legal claim against 
the defendants. 
      “The June 2004 report mentions no 
specific manufacturer, no specific drug, 
and no specific California 340B entity 
(or any entity),” the motion states. 
      The motion further points out that 
the June 2004 report was withdrawn by 
OIG after acknowledging that there 
were a number of problems with the 
underlying data used to determine the 
overcharge estimates.  
      Since that time, OIG has announced 
its intention to release a report later this 
year that will effectively replace the 

June 2004 report and explore potential 
causes of any overcharges that are dis-
covered. 
      “OIG has stated that until it sorts out 
the data issues that caused the with-
drawal of the June 2004 report, it cannot 
even determine if there have been over-
charges in the 340B program,” the mo-
tion contends. 
      The defendants further argue that 
because the 340B program is governed 
by federal law, the state law claim made 
by the plaintiff does not apply. Accord-
ingly, the manufacturers argue that the 
investigations currently being conducted 
by HHS must be allowed to be pursued 
to their completion. 
       “The federal government created 
the discount program, the federal gov-
ernment governs all terms of participa-
tion in the 340B program, the federal 

government exclusively controls over-
sight of the discounting scheme, and the 
federal government administers the pen-
alties for 340B program violations,” the 
motion states. 
       The motion further argues that the 
particular state law in question—the 
Unfair Competition Law (UCL)—is not 
applicable in this case because the plain-
tiff does not qualify as a “person” under 
that law. 
      In addressing the plaintiff’s call for 
an accounting, the arguments made by 
the defendants are similar to those raised 
by defendants in a suit filed in federal 
court in Alabama in 2004. (The motion 
to dismiss filed in the Alabama suit was 
denied by a federal judge in September. 
For more information on this suit, see 
The Monitor, October 2005). 
     The defendants argue that the plain-
tiffs are not entitled to an accounting—
which would require disclosure of confi-
dential manufacturer pricing information 
by each defendant—simply to determine 
whether overcharges have occurred in 
the first place.  
      In addition to the motion to dismiss 
filed on behalf of all the defendants, 
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) filed a supple-
mental motion that advances an addi-
tional legal theory.  
      According to the GSK claim, the 
statute of limitations—the amount of 
time that a plaintiff has to file a com-
plaint after an alleged injury has oc-
curred—has already expired on the 
plaintiff’s claims related to the OIG’s 
reports on best price violations. 
      Jacqueline Mottek, an attorney rep-
resenting Santa Clara in the case, calls 
the defendants’ motion “particularly 
weak” and says that she is confident the 
judge will deny the motion to dismiss in 
its entirety and allow the case to move 
forward to the discovery phase. 
      “This is a court that looks forward to 
getting to the merits of the case and get-
ting to them quickly,” she says. “That’s 
exactly what I think will happen.” 

“This is a court that looks 
forward to getting to the 

merits of the case and get-
ting to them quickly.” 

 
Jacqueline Mottek 

Lerach Coughlin, LLP 



MEDICARE RX AND PATIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS: 
KEY ISSUES FOR 340B STAKEHOLDERS 

Forty-three million Medicare beneficiaries—nearly one out of every seven Americans—are now eli-
gible to receive drug coverage under a new Medicare benefit established by Congress, and 21 mil-
lion seniors have already enrolled.  This conference will provide essential information on how to 
comply with and implement critical provisions of the law that affecting safety net providers, phar-
maceutical manufacturers, health plans, and other entities concerned with helping low-income pa-
tients access affordable drugs in this new legal and regulatory environment.  Topics will include: 

Register Now at 
www.340Bconferences.org 

Special discount for 

Monitor Subscribers!! 

Hosted by 

Opportunities Available for 
Sponsors/Exhibitors!! 

A conference designed for safety net providers, the pharmaceutical industry,  
prescription drug plans, pharmacy service companies, and other entities interested 

in Medicare Part D, Patient Assistance Programs (PAPs), and their impact on  
the 340B drug discount program.  

Please contact Laurinda Dennis at laurinda.dennis@phpcrx.org or (202) 872-6747 with any conference related questions. 

• Introduction to the 340B Program 
• PAPs in the New World 
• The “Dual Eligible” Population 
• Contracting with Part D Plans 
• New 340B Duplicate Discount Issues 
• Filling in Coverage Gaps 

• Introduction to Patient Assistance Programs 
• TrOOP and the “Donut Hole” 
• Educating Patients About the New Benefit 
• Impact of 340B on Manufacturer Rebates 
• Reconciling Formulary Issues 
• Update on the 340B Program 

Attendees will hear from numerous 340B experts and key Federal government officials about 
the impact of the new Part D benefit, including representatives from the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services, HRSA’s Office of Pharmacy Affairs, the HHS Office of Inspector Gen-
eral, the Social Security Administration, and the 340B Prime Vendor Program. 
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